Sigmund Freud and thousands of other pioneering thinkers: “Religion is the heroin for lazy-minded and stupid people”

We say: “Blame yourself and not those who uncover the lies searching very hard for the truth, the Mystery of Mankind!”
Warning!

i. Criticizing religion has nothing to do with ‘hurting religious feeling’. It does not question God, Spirituality, and the other world.

ii. The truth is that behind ‘hurt feelings’ is the shame and shock about having fallen in this religious trap, which a narcissistic Ego can never accept and therefore accuses the criticizing person as a “godless” creature!

iii. That’s perfidious and debunks the falseness of the believer and his belief! Everything here becomes comprehensible through inner archetypal processes.
Lies since the beginning of time

i. Lies have been made in politics, in business, and also in religion for thousands of years.

ii. The lies, fabrications and distortions make God the devil and the devil God.

iii. It is the people who copy these lies or silently 'swallow' them out of cowardice, or simply believe all these lies are true.

iv. Most people are far too lazy to recognize the lies and defend themselves against these manipulations.

v. Any propaganda of any conceivable color is good enough to fool millions and billions of people and these people still take that as the "good".
No Solution without the **Truth**

i. People don’t want the truth about the world and the people, and today about the future (5-10-30 years ahead).

ii. People don’t want to know the truth about their inner life.

iii. People mostly want to be confirmed (as ‘good’ or ‘right’) in what they are and how they appear – but what are they? Discover the unconscious world and you know it!
No Solution without the Truth

i. To reject and to run away from the inner source of life is the fundamental characteristic of the “Archaic Age” up to today.

ii. The more critical the inner life is, the more the mental functions are malformed, the faster people run away and convert the “Truth” into the opposite: their ‘Enemy’!
i. People don’t want the truth about the world and the people, and today about the future (5-10-30 years ahead).

ii. People don’t want to know the truth about their inner life.

iii. People mostly want to be confirmed (as ‘good’ or ‘right’) in what they are and how they appear – but what are they? Discover the unconscious world and you know it!

They Invented Perverse God
i. Abraham and Isaac went home. Abraham had obeyed God. He was willing to let his son die.

ii. Pure sickness! Who says that God wants from us to obey him? It is about to obey the archaic, violent, stubborn, rigid, and sexually perverse 'fathers' (rulers).
The “Fake Prophets”

i. The Exile from Egypt is a myth. There was never a nation of Israel. There is no evidence of David or Solomon. All fake!

ii. Also during the millennium BC there were charlatans, messiahs’, false prophets, false priests, and “fake news”.

iii. The “Anti-Semite”: What is if the “Anti” is a person that defends the truth or any kind of attitude; and the “Semite Folks” have nothing to do with the “Anti” problem?
Conclusion: Anybody can create fake (constructed) realities (fake prophets) for any kind of hidden interests or benefit. Or: anti-meat, anti-vegetarian, anti-Catholic, anti-protestant, anti-religious, anti-wars, anti-America, anti-communism, anti-brainwashing, anti-capitalism, and so on. “Anti” is everywhere. What is “proof” of a “genuine prophet”? A miracle? What must be the comprehensible, reproducible teaching of a prophet?
The Roots of the Deadly Sins

Deadly sins, some examples:

i. are rooted in fundamentally distorted mental functions
ii. express extensively unformed (malformed) mental functions
iii. are an expression of complexes in the unconscious mind
iv. are a result of unsolved personal matters in the past or present.
The Roots of the Deadly Sins

i. result in non-reconciled, very harmful experiences in the past
ii. are caused by a falsified, fabricated, mendacious religion
iii. are caused by insufficient, wrong or abusive public education
iv. are caused by insufficient, wrong or abusive parental education
v. are a result of heavy pre and postnatal negative influences.
The World behind the 26 Deadly Sins

These deadly sins are the result of the failure in politics, economics, religion, mass media, culture, public education, ways of living, meaning of life, and relationships especially in family life.
The World behind the 26 Deadly Sins

Leaders in all systems of politics, economics, religion, mass media, culture, and public education are responsible for the immense pest of the 26 collective sins with all its consequences.

The core of these 26 deadly sins is the completely wrong and distorted understanding of humans, human evolution, and ways of living with human values and the Archetypes of the Soul.
Psychical-Spiritual Development

Archaic Religion...

i. separates its teaching from the shaping of the mind.

ii. has no concept of the psychical-spiritual development.

iii. has no idea about the eternal Archetypes of the Soul.

iv. is irrelevant for reaching highest possible fulfillment.

v. can never manage human evolution towards God.

vi. is never connected with the eternal source of life.

vii. is a frightening abuse of the minds and souls of people.
i. Many people fix their ‘libido’ (life energy) in more or less quantity (intensity) to a religious (spiritual) institution or teaching.

ii. Even with a loose fixation or a factual distancing many people still blindly believe, what gets taught and practiced in (by) the Church.

iii. All according to the motto: “Something must be true, but I don’t understand anything”.

iv. Apart from that, a whole series of further binding compensations and projections take place.
The Spiritual Libido Bond
- 2

i. Many people fix their ‘libido’ (life energy) in more or less quantity (intensity) to a religious (spiritual) institution or teaching.

ii. A Religion (spiritual institution) declares to be the “true” and “infallible” spiritual home – creates roots already prenatal.

iii. Apart from that many further binding compensations and projections take place – with roots already in the prenatal time.

iv. Dependent on subsequent life experiences the inner bond becomes indissoluble, infantile, insane or stupid – mostly already prenatal ‘nailed’.
How to make Submissive Sheep - 1

i. Happiness and fulfillment are displaced to the other world instead of realizing them as psychical and spiritual values in this world.

ii. Deviance of beliefs is punished as against God in order to sustain one's system of beliefs and the religious institution.

iii. The immature tie in the infant age to the parents is transferred to the church and the religious teachings.

→ Do you like empty promises at the price of being an obedient sheep?
i. Believing in salvation through God and the teaching of a religion together with real and suggested guilt produce an act of slavish obedience.

ii. Expectation of salvation is projected (displaced) to the agents of a religion and the church, and its representatives.

⇒ Do you like empty promises at the price of being an obedient sheep?
i. Without a doubt, the term “father” here means “God”. But what is God? “God” as “father” shall replace the ‘bad fathers’?

ii. “Give us this day our daily bread”: Why are there billions of people that have too little bread to eat today and every day; always since millenniums?
Our father in Heaven and the Hunger - 2

“As we forgive those, who sin against us”: Should we really forgive those who sin against us?

“Lead us not into temptation”: God (the father) leads us into temptation? Stupid! Absurd!

“Deliver us from evil”: How can God do that? People must free themselves with inner archetypal processes. But people are lazy!

How many billion people do not have enough (healthy) food? 3-4 billion!
Our father in Heaven and the Hunger - 2

i. "And forgive us our sins": Who guarantees that? Does God forgive 'just like that'? Can a priest 'forgive' in the 'name of God'? Who guarantees that?

ii. Magic manipulation with a transfer effect on the Church!
“Hail Mary”

i. We don’t know anything about her. “Hail”? Why?


iii. Why shall we bless her as we know nothing about her?

iv. Why is the father of Jesus not equally “full of grace”?

v. Why does Christ stay eternally with his Mum? Sick!
“Hail mary”

Why shall we bless and praise the mother of Jesus? 
Mother of God: She gave birth to God? Psychosis! 
Pray for us sinners: Does she pray for 8bn people?

This prayer is the most absurd, perfidious and sadistic humiliation of all women and especially of all mothers.
i. Suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, killed. Sure?
ii. He descended in hell: Why? What? And where is this “hell”? 
iii. The third day He rose again from the dead: Magic! Nonsense!
iv. Sits on the right hand of God the almighty: Doing what there?
v. “I believe in an enormous amount of incomprehensible dogmas and a confusing nonsense that has got nothing to do with the Archetypal processes of the Soul”.
i. He shall comeback: Right, but how? With 10,000 angels?
ii. I believe in the Holy Spirit: “But dreams are rubbish.” Stupid!
iv. I believe in the communion of saints: What for? Questionable!
v. I believe in the resurrection of the dead ones: the body not!
We often repeat: Fake ... Fake ... Fake Bible

i. Countless copyists redacted and copied over and over again the texts of the Holy Bible, added, changed or deleted pieces.

ii. Over 2,000 diverse text variations and 250,000 variations of reading exist today.

iii. And these texts are translated today with many errors into 1,100 languages and dialects!
We often repeat: **Fake ... Fake ... Fake Bible**

i. These texts in a rarely accountable manifoldness are simply mission letters, mythological tales, religious edifications, legends, with a lot of anecdotes and fictional stories, with each copywriting new additions and eliminations, smaller and bigger changes.

ii. All texts are made by unexampled lies, falsifications, and displacements. Contradictions countless.
Rejection of Responsibility for Life

- i. Humans are submissive to authority, easily deceivable and easily enslaved.
- ii. Humans are like blind sheep, driven herd animals and followers.
- iii. Humans are cowardly and fearfully paralyzed by social pressure.
- iv. Humans need the belief, in order to live their quarrelsome.
- v. Humans live their sick cantankerousness with their belief.
Rejection of Responsibility for Life - 1

i. Humans are scared of the shock that the truth can release.

ii. Humans have enormous concealed guilt, partly real and partly self suggested.

iii. Humans expect help from God and J.C. instead of helping themselves for a genuine life with healthy environments.

iv. “My religion is better than your religion”: What would Sigmund Freud say to that?
Rejection of Responsibility for Life - 2

i. Humans do not have any substantial self-enlightenment and do not want any.

ii. Humans are sickened by themselves, their own body and flee into any absurd and delusional belief.

iii. Humans are submissive and masochistically bonded in their drive to religion (the Church).

iv. Humans are orally unsaved and nurture themselves through fixation on (delusional) belief.
Rejection of Responsibility for Life - 2

i. Humans are scared, to recognize the devilish lies of the church.

ii. Humans are scared of life and therefore cling to their belief.

iii. Humans deceived by the religion.

iv. Humans loose their ground, when they recognize “infallible” truth as a lie.

v. Fear to recognize how they are
Mental Reasons to Believe - 1

i. Humans can live their own, open or concealed arrogance with their belief.

ii. Humans do not want to see, how their own parents are completely archaic.

iii. Humans suppress their hate of their father, mother and life with their belief.
Mental Reasons to Believe - 1

i. Humans don’t have substantial knowledge to question themselves / others.

ii. Humans are scared to look at themselves in the inner mirror.

iii. Humans believe in “holy lies” because they themselves lie, live in lies.

iv. Humans believe in archaic nonsense because they themselves are archaic – and live a nonsense life.
Mental Reasons to Believe - 2

i. Humans are lazy, lazy to think, sluggish, superficial, don’t want to learn.
ii. Humans want easy, fast, simple and direct solutions for their salvation.
iii. Humans want to belong, otherwise they are alone and excluded.
Mental Reasons to Believe - 1

i. Humans do not want to take responsibility for the truth.

ii. Humans cannot give up their belief, because they are stubborn.

iii. Humans themselves play a false, deceitful, deceiving game in life.

iv. Humans are psychically (mentally) on the stage of development of an adolescent or small child.
The Spiritual **Libido Bond** - 1

i. Naturally and with the unconscious complexes people fix their “libido” (life energy) in more or less quantity (intensity) to a religious (spiritual) institution or teaching.

ii. Even with a loose fixation or a factual distancing many people still blindly believe, what gets taught and practiced.

iii. All according to the motto: “Something must be true, but I don’t understand anything”.
The Church declares to be the “true” and “infallible” spiritual home, which makes it attractive for the soul.

Apart from that, a whole series of further binding compensations and projections take place.

Dependent on subsequent life experiences, worldly learning processes and living conditions, the inner bond becomes indissoluble, however insane or stupid it is.
The Abuse of Humans - 1

i. Identification with the almightiness of God or the founder of the religion serves as a compensation of a weak self-identity.

ii. Constrained sticking to beliefs is based on a magical defense of sexual drive and of the innermost devotion to the partner in a love relationship.

iii. Intelligence, reason and the spiritual intelligence are powerless in front of dogmatic beliefs. This extinction aims that emotions can bind unhindered identifications.
The Abuse of Humans - 2

i. Defense of belief serves the need for power, the greed to “know it all” (but knowing nothing substantial), the narcissistic obsession to be recognized, and the protection of benefit.

ii. The per se valuable readiness to devote one’s being and life to God (as the source of human life) is forced with menace through blind believing and restrained indoctrination.

Do you like to be abused by religion without being aware of it?
Everybody must Know about the Mind

i. Mental functions can be ignored, distorted, malformed, unformed, dulled, manipulated, brainwashed, paralyzed, damaged, out of control, much reduced or perverted in its capacities.

ii. Critical mental functions reduce capacities of making a living, of personal development, of dealing with criticalities, of adequate attitudes, of valuing life, of identifying genuine meaning of life.

iii. Critical mental functions have immense negative effects in personal life, in relationships, in love and sex matters, in family life, in leader functions, in the economy, in politics, in public education, in university teaching, and in religion and spirituality.
Everybody must Know about the Mind

i. A distorted, false, suppressing, illusionary, psychotic religion shapes the mental functions in the same way.

ii. The lies and falseness is the truth, the theatre is genuine being, the fabrication is infallible reality, and the evil pretends to be God.
i. Politicians of the Christian-oriented party need their naive, blinded followers.
ii. Politicians want this type of human being, so that they can do what they want.
iii. The military needs this type of humans, as a soldier, as submissive cannon fodder.
iv. The military can declare their military action as act of God, and “in the name of God”.
v. The industry needs this type of human being, to make maximum profit.
vi. If the Pope and the Bible lie, Christians believe the lies, so also politicians can lie.
vii. The media have it easy with blinded people for their games of deceit and distortion.
viii. Brainwashing, manipulation and propaganda only function with this type of humans.
The **Political and Economic** Benefit - 2

i. Most of the billionaires base their wealth and their power on this type of humans.

ii. If people are focused on the suffering of Jesus Christ, then they bear a lot of suffering.

iii. If people are fixed on the afterlife, the relieving Paradise, then they accept poverty.

iv. If people believe in religious authorities, they protest very little against state powers.

v. If people are psychically-spiritually weak and submissive, the politicians are strong.

vi. If religion can deceive people without being detected, those in power can as well.

vii. If people allow themselves to be exploited by the Church, they also allow themselves to be exploited by the state.
Lost In a Dark Labyrinth

Billions of humans:

i. Suffer a lot from the disastrous state of humanity and the planet.
ii. Experience misery, injustice, falseness and lunacy everywhere.
iii. Are hit or hurt by the monstrous economic crisis and infamous wars.
iv. Miss a secure and healthy home and a healthy secure environment.
v. Are desperate, hopeless, deeply feel sadness and helplessness.
vi. Miss love and care, respect and reliability from the leaders.
vii. Miss the valuable human values such as truthfulness and fairness.
viii. Are trapped in meanders, aberrancies and incredible failure of religions.
ix. Wish for sustainable solutions for their life and the future of the youth.
Religion ignores Human Development

All psychical and spiritual functions of the mind must be formed in an all-sided balanced way in order to get success in work, business and life, to reach happiness, genuine joy of life, a constructive way of living, and complete fulfillment as aim of life.
Religion ignores Human Development

i. Forming processes start prenatal and continue postnatal. Without this forming process sustainable human qualities and complete fulfillment can’t be achieved. Religions ignore all pre and postnatal influences and the adequate nurturing.

ii. Without this forming process no salvation and no redemption is possible, not with any religious or spiritual belief or practice.

iii. Without this forming process a human being stays in inner oppositions, inner disruption, in defense of the realities, and in fundamental unconsciousness. This is what religions want!
Malformed Human Development

i. If a human does not consciously form the psychical and spiritual (mental) functions aiming completeness, then a human is and remains an archaic human. This is what religions want!

ii. Collectively ignoring the adequate forming of the 22 mental functions makes people dependent on authorities (churches, institutions, leaders), and it destroys human development.
Malformed Human Development

i. Most authorities and leaders are mentally not formed in an all-sided balanced way; have a malformed and distorted mind.

ii. Archaic religions, also politics and leadership, are the agents of the worst atrocities, of decay and doom since Millennials.

iii. Who now still wants anti-evolutionary archaic religions?
Compensatory Reasons to Believe

i. Humans have not been loved and hope to receive the love of God.

ii. Humans have experienced suffering and in their belief experience relief.

iii. Humans strengthen their imperiousness and their tyrannical personality.
Compensatory Reasons to Believe

i. Humans don’t have a genuine self-identity and find it in their community.

ii. Humans conceal their low psychical-spiritual development with their belief.

iii. Humans have an increased feeling of triumph, being in the “true” belief.

iv. Humans increase their extremely low and bad self value with their belief.
The **Poverty** Benefit

i. If people are fixed on the after life, the relieving Paradise, then they accept poverty.

ii. If people believe in religious authorities, they protest very little against state powers.

iii. If people are psychically-spiritually weak and submissive, the politicians are strong.
The Poverty Benefit

i. If religion can deceive people without being detected, those in power can as well.

ii. To have the soul at the mercy of the Church, at the mercy of those in power as well.

iii. If people allow be exploited by the Church, they allow be exploited by the state.
BILLIONS OF HUMANS:

i. suffer a lot from the disastrous state of humanity and the planet.

ii. experience misery, injustice, falseness and lunacy everywhere.

iii. are hit or hurt by the monstrous economical crises and infamous wars.

iv. miss a secure and healthy home and a healthy secure environment.

v. are desperate, hopeless, deeply feel sadness and helplessness.

vi. miss love and care, respect and reliability from the leaders.
Compensatory Reasons to Believe

Billions of humans:

i. miss the precious human values such as truthfulness and fairness.

ii. are trapped in meanders, aberrancies and incredible failure of religions.

iii. have thoroughly lost trust in political leadership around the globe.

iv. are angry and indignant about all the political and economic failure.

v. wish for sustainable solutions for their life and the future of the youth.

vi. are also frightened from the huge disastrous global problems.
This has nothing to do with God or Religion

i. To say, “we have the unique true God and you have the wrong God”.

ii. Or: “we have the higher prophet and the higher messiah than you have”.

iii. This has to do with terrestrial power, with eagerness for power, with narcissism, with bossiness, with psychopathic attitudes.

iv. And has got absolutely nothing to do with the inner Archetypal Processes they all don’t know what it is about.
BILLIONS MISS A LOT

i. Solutions for their heavy burden of sorrow, fear, despair and hardships.

ii. A path to be secure, stable, healthy and to live a peaceful existence.

iii. New approaches to get rid of the global deep suffering and misery.

iv. To receive real hope for a human life with love, care, respect, justice.

v. To find back the lost peace, dignity, security, respect, joy of life, genuine meaning of life and human development.
BILLIONS MISS A LOT

i. To receive what they need for a fulfilling life with all the values of love.

ii. The youth and the coming generations need hope for a human life.

iii. They miss bread, work, knowledge and skills for building up a great life.

iv. Education that promotes to become confident, strong, self-responsible.

v. To participate in epoch making solutions of the huge global problems.
IMPRISONED IN A MESS - 1

i. People have made terrible mistakes; but they can learn from it.

ii. People have missed to take the right decisions for development.

iii. People have ignored and neglected the most important human values.

iv. People have forgotten the immeasurable values of their culture.

v. People have lost themselves in running for superficial purposes.

vi. People have lost themselves in a dark labyrinth of fights and delusions.
IMPRISONED IN A MESS - 1

i. People have missed to take the right decisions for development.

ii. People have ignored and neglected the most important human values.

iii. People have forgotten the immeasurable values of their culture.

iv. People have lost themselves in running for superficial purposes.

v. People have lost themselves in a dark labyrinth of fights.

vi. People have missed chances to do politics for collective development.

vii. People have played with lies, deceit, distortion, delusion, promises.

viii. People have ignored that all humans on earth are a divine creation.

ix. People have not seen that they destroy the future of their children.
i. People have missed chances to do politics for collective development.

ii. People have played with lies, deceit, distortion, delusion, promises.

iii. People have forgotten that they only have one earth with limited resources.

iv. People have ignored that all humans on earth are a divine creation.

v. People have not seen that they destroy the future of their children.

vi. People have no idea how they can get out of the darkness and catastrophic mess.
No Solution without the Truth - 1

i. The primordial core problem of humanity with some short examples:

ii. If any of the (genuine) Prophets since 3000 years would reincarnate today, most people would scream: “Crucify Him!” The collective law: Never unveil the truth!

iii. If God would come to earth as a kind of Light or Sun or Cloud, most people would run away or call Him “The Evil”, ”the Harasser”, or “the Intruder” and try to destroy (eliminate) Him. The state of humanity is an expression of ‘Deicide’: we kill God!

iv. Any fake Prophet, fake Wise Man or fake Woman, and fake authority are welcome! But rarely the truth that is to discover inside! (Fake = ‘Fabrication’)
No Solution without the Truth - 2

The primordial core problem of humanity with some short examples:

i. People don’t even want the truth outside in the world, about the world and the people; and today about the future (5-10-30 years ahead); or about their inner (mental) life.

ii. People mostly want to be confirmed (as ‘good’ or ‘right’) in what they are and how they appear – but are they? Discover the unconscious world and you know!

iii. To reject and run away from the “Spiritual Sun” is the fundamental characteristic of the archaic Age; the more critical an inner “complex” is, the more the (some) mental functions are malformed, the faster people run away and convert the “Sun” into the opposite, their ‘enemy’!
READ A LOT, THINK A LOT AND LEARN A LOT!

- Schellhammer Books
- Schellhammer Seminars
- Mentoring and Individuation with Dr. Schellhammer
- For Your Completeness and Fulfillment
- For a New World
- For the Future Generation
You must find the Truth within Yourself!
Become Responsible for your Fulfillment!
Start Managing your Archetypal Processes!

Start Reading Schellhammer Books:

- The Manifesto
- The Future in Your Hands
- Practical Psychology
- Psychology I
- Modern Dream Theory
- Armageddon Or Evolution
- Decide